Napier Site  
Town of Colonie  
Region 4, Albany County

Site Setup:  
Back from the road, behind a wooden fence  
divided into 3 piles, 2 separated by trees and one enclosed in another wooden fence.

Number of tire piles: 3

Separation of tire piles: Trees between 2 piles  
Additional pile in separate, fenced area.

Dimensions of tire piles:  
biggest pile: 40 X 110 X 10, widening out to 65’ wide and 20’ high. This has been reduced to approximately 40’ x 40’ x 8’ with smaller pile also remaining.

Number of Tires:  5,000 estimated

Condition of Tires:  
Old, squashed, many on rims  
Trees growing through piles  
Piles spread through wooded area  
Leaves, few auto parts mixed in

Access:  
Loose gravel road, fence, open gate

Concerns: Mosquitos  
Adjacent to businesses; complaints have been filed by residents with the Health Department.

Additional:  
Owner has been attempting cleanup.